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WHY MONKEYS?
No one asks, "Why Shakespeare?" Apparently, that’s obvious.
Billy-boy represents greatness, the very best in literature, the type
of summit toward which all seriously committed writers – perhaps
all artists – try to climb.
No one questions Shakespeare.
But monkeys? That’s another story. You can’t guess the
number of times I’ve been asked, “What do monkeys have to do
with writing?”
The answer goes back to the first time I heard the theory that
given an infinite amount of monkeys, time and typewriters,
Shakespeare's works would eventually ensue.
I’ve thought about this for a long time and it seems obviously
true: Superb writing will happen if given enough time. One day I
looked in the mirror with that thought and I had an epiphany: This
is not a theory – we are the monkeys.
It did not take infinite monkeys. It took only a few billion. It
did not take infinite time. It took only a few billion years.
Those aquatic apes that descended from trees, swam in the
oceans and ate shell fish, stood upright, learned to speak – from
them, Shakespeare evolved. Evolution. That is the answer. That is
the proof that Shakespearean-quality writing will ensue – the fact
that it did.
If some of the greatest works in the English language were
born from man, then they are the work of monkeys. If we
monkeys can do that, then perhaps there is something even better
in us. That is our mission at Shakespeare’s Monkey Revue – our
dream – to find that wild thing, that freedom, that raw place
within ourselves – the monkeys – that transcends what has been
done before, that crashes through this moment to be something
even more beautiful, memorable, accessible and classic.
Why monkeys?
Yes, they are fun, funny, even a bit exotic. And yes, they
make me happy. But it is more than that.
At the primal level a monkey is almost the antithesis of the
transcendence Socrates raves about. He thought that “to ascend”
one must completely abandon all earthly desires and compulsions,
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remove emotion and become pure thought. For me, the monkey is
a symbol of removing thought in favor of the essence of experience.
To be an artist you need to have the ability to “interpret the
monkey.” You need to get to the gut of what inspires you. And
then you need to figure out how to get the monkey to talk to that
glowing intellectual dude beside him, because without him all
you've got are a few daubs of crap on a wall.
When civilization does not infringe itself upon him, the
monkey is free. He is able to follow his most basic instincts and, in
times of plenty, he has plenty of time to play. It’s tough to write
well with the world intruding from every angle. We must be
uncivilized to write.
In the screeching and the hair, in the dancing and nit-picking,
in all of the ways we are apes we hold in each of us that potential
to be more and the insane madness to want something
passionately. We all come from that; we all rise from that place
beyond reason, beyond rhyme, somewhere in the words that define
us as unique – as human. So, let us define ourselves here on these
pages – first, by what we come from, then by the words that give
us shape, form and meaning.
With great pride, I give you Shakespeare's Monkey Revue.

Stephan Anstey,
Publisher
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JUNGLE BOOGIE
Our publisher, Stephan Anstey, is hot for monkeys as a symbol
of potential - what writing can be if you keep at it. Me, I love the
fact that monkeys live in the jungle, lush and layered lands of
surprise where there's no telling what beauty, stench or mysteries
you'll find, and where wonder and discovery are always a heartbeat
away from poison and peril.
I imagine you could never visit such a place and remain
unchanged. Likewise, remarkable writing can - and should - have the
same effect, transporting the reader to other places, times and
dimensions of the psyche without passport, air fare or mosquito
netting. This idea inspired the theme for our inaugural issue of
Shakespeare's Monkey Revue, "place," and travel you will to places
worldwide and into humanity itself.
Join us on a back porch, the setting for give-and-take between
two generations that later unsettles one of them. A rose garden holds
space for a gardener’s irreverent ode to a rogue vegetable. Enter a
library, host to a poetry reading and to the conflicted musings of a
writer in attendance. Indeed, there’s no telling what you’ll find here.
With yourself as your tour guide, you may both lose and find
yourself in these brilliant slivers of finely crafted poems, essays and
stories.
Jungle creatures figure out where they are by staying in
constant contact with their tribes, and the ways they communicate
are as varied as they are. Chimpanzees (not to be confused with
monkeys!) drum on tree roots to keep tabs on each other. Driver
ants, blind little bugs that they are, use scent to point out the way to
prey. Elephants send each other trunk calls, an infrasound that can
travel for miles.
Writers have just as broad a palette of techniques, styles, tones
and language with which to communicate. But there's one clear
distinction between "us and them." In the jungle, the method of
communicating that's most functional for a species is the one that
endures. In literature, writing can't just be functional, practical or
"good" to withstand time. In literature, the works deemed excellent
(nod to Shakespeare) are the ones that last.
Excellence demands devotion, passion and practice. Without
those qualities you're a driver ant that's lost its ability to smell,
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gearing up for the great ant colony in the sky. It’s my fondest hope
that SMR will inspire writers to keep pushing the parameters of
excellence, and that readers who crave more than the ordinary will
keep reading this publication for the joy and wonder of what they'll
find in the rich and mysterious jungle of humanity.
Peace & beauty,

Tracey Paradiso
Editor-in-Chief
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CUT GRASS
My grandfather told me the worst smell in the world
is the smell of burning flesh and rotting bodies.
He told me quietly, under his breath,
like it was something I shouldn't know.
He used to tell me I was as perfect as a flower
while we sat on the creaking back porch
and I watched him roll withered little cigarettes.
I accepted all his advice as if they were fables
things that became part of my illusions of adulthood
long before the real world sat on my shoulders.
And I promised him that I would never go to war.
My grandfather told me that nothing smelled as sweet
as cut grass covered with morning dew.
I could never breathe deep enough to understand.
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Renata McCormish
SIX DAYS IN BARCELONA
BARCELONA
(through the illuminated fountains in the gardens of Montjuic)
Malachite light brings me to your doorstep,
a palm tree shaded apartment at the harbor.
I want to stay, just do not ask me to become
another reproduction of Santa Maria,
forever tied up to your wharf.
Halifax cream of fin-de-siecle houses on Paseo
de Gracia. People talking, hurrying about their
daily tasks while we idle time away above books
and empanadas. The constant buzz of passing
cars blends with sparrows' pleas
for spare crumbs. Your lips explore my hair.
Gaudi's vision in grape ice engulfs Wednesday.
I trace your scent along his undulating stones.
Beneath the four spires of Sagrada Familia,
my feelings hardly matter. Your hips command
mine in the hexagonal dusk of radial chapels.
A complicated hyperboloid, you say and laugh.
On Thursday night we wander along the Ramblas
– bright-lit kiosks and flower stalls between our
steps. Yours a bit unsure of mine.
Liquid gold and geraniums speed outside our cab
windows when we tire. Your hand slides under my
dress. We wake up to fiery red in La Monumental.
Toreros testing their manhood on innocent bulls,
applauded by the crowded ring of blood-thirsty
spectators. Is this what love comes to in the end?
A torero slashing the bull with coup-de-grace It is the newborn blue of the Mediterranean on
Saturday. I say good-bye by the ferris wheel on
the Tibidabo Mountain.
You feel strong within the city,
I breathe the air on the horizon.
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PENELOPE ABROAD
She sits alone under the train
Departure posting for the day
In denim jeans: cloud battered sky,
Her wine-dark shirt, the sea, above.
Her slight and colored form sits stray
Against the simplified beige strains
Of Union Station’s waiting room,
Ticket clutched close, awaiting leave.
Where does she go? What keeps her here
And what awaits her at line’s end?
A family? loved one, maybe son?
Her face suggests a war unwon.
Off to the side a young man leans
Against a pillar tall as he
And dreams himself an Ithacan
Who weaves his words for her.
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Jim Benz
THE TROUBLE WITH FROGS
FROGS
Yesterday, on my way home from the library, I instinctually
stopped at a local bar for a drink. The bartender was a frog and a
surly frog at that. I asked him for a beer, a local Summit Ale. He
said they had none. I asked for a Grain Belt, also local, and they had
none of that either. I thought, what the hell, I'm thirsty, and asked
for a Budweiser. The frog had no Budweiser. Lighting a cigarette, I
said, "is this a bar or a frog pond?" The frog flicked his tongue,
pulled the cigarette right out of my hand, and, just like that, flipped
it between his own lips. He took a deep drag, blew a ring or two then
finally spoke, saying, "If you want a beer, you'll have to try the
pottery shop next door. Judy's always drinking beer, I'm sure she'll
let you have one." So I said, "fine, give me a shot of Canadian then,
and I'll go next door to Judy's for a chaser," but the frog replied, "all
we serve here is horseradish, you want some horseradish?" to which
I said, "no, not really." The frog blew another smoke ring and just
stared at me. I couldn't help but notice his strange conical hat, so,
just to make polite conversation, I said, "nice hat, where'd you get
it?" and he said, "Judy makes 'em. Go next door if you want one,"
which really began to irritate me, so I asked, "Do you do much
business in here?" which he ignored. I'd had about enough of this
frog and as I got up to leave I said, "You know, this is a pretty
crappy bar," to which he replied, "I know, it draws flies." He began
to look at me with an almost surreal hunger, but before he could
flick his tongue again, I flew out of there as fast as my little wings
would take me. I don't know why I keep going back to that place.
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KATHLEEN FREE
Mealy mouthed men you bred,
Celibate fathers, virgin mothers,
Leader breeders, bottom feeders,
One eyed preaching creeders,
Greedy gossip heeders,
No life to live but others'
Imagined. Priest, Brothers, little men all.
"Ah sure, isn't he a grand little man?"
Slaps the soldier, bashes the bishop.
You tossed your children, Kathleen,
Lambs slaughtered, sacrificed to bondage.
You made little men for brothers;
Gave them the boys they craved,
And craven, they gave you back.
Men? Rousing marches, skirling kilts,
The stilted movements of automatons.
And a keening whistle through blasted spirits.
That was then. Now, sweet Mother McRee, I ask you?
You've given it all to the
Cocky, cocksure, cock ‘o the walk
Charming cockalorums to cock up
In that inevitable way that they do
When Money is god. God help you mother,
You never knew Him, and your soul's
Been dead since birth. Your music is a diddly
Dervish of degradation: always the same but worse.
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Norm Milliken
LP DUTY
night
under jungle canopy
was dark as a cave.
at twilight
you crept
two hundred meters out
from the perimeter.
you and another.
the radio,
two claymore mines,
M-16s-three clips eachhalf a dozen grenades,
pop-up flares,
and four canteens of water.
fear fed thirst.
you opened two packets
of instant coffee,
spilled them into your mouth,
washed them down,
and felt your head jitter
all night long.
there was always sound.
jungle rats or snakes,
maybe even tigers,
or NVA probing the lines.
if there were many of them,
you sent up the flares,
fired into the dark,
detonated the claymores,
and were the first to die.
Author's Note: LP is a military acronym for 'listening post.'
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CHRISTMAS 1968
106th. Army Hospital
Kishine Barracks
Yokohama, Japan
the whole hospital hurt.
my bed hugged a corner.
the ward ached
away from me.
endlessly away.
I remember Nurse Merz,
who saved my leg,
and Fender,
who lost his.
mine was a small world.
we had clean sheets.
no one wanted to kill us
at night.
it was Christmas.
after rounds,
the medics brought us shots
of whiskey
in dosage cups.
far away to the south,
the hills
were swallowing
people up.
I almost slept
without dreaming.
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Maryann Corbett
ASPARAGUS
ASPARAGUS
God of Roman gardens, obscene Priapus,
is that you? now risen in green and purple
thick-stalked rigor, here in the bed prepared for
hybrid-tea roses?
Years ago I lusted for kitchen gardens
here, and trenched and phosphated, setting rootstocks
deep – and then I grew in a new direction,
longing for flowers.
Ave, old survivor, both vis and vir, old
force, green fuse still driving among the blossoms,
heedless of my changes of heart and hortus,
phallic as ever.
Heartless, though, to Bobbitt you off for cooking!
One alone, poor godhead, will never serve us,
hungry as we are for the primavera.
Gardening's answer:
Stand there, then, O vegetable love. Grow taller.
Soar and soften out to a ferny greenness
feathered open, branched to adorn these hoped-for
armfuls of roses.
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GUNS, BLUNTS, AND POETS:
POETS: MAJOR JACKSON READS
HIS WORK, 4.26.07
I climbed the stairs of O’Leary Library on the University of
Massachusetts Lowell’s South Campus, heading towards the lecture
hall/auditorium in which tonight’s main event would be held: a
reading by the great young up-and-coming poet Major Jackson. A
Philadelphia native turned Vermonter who had found himself a
resident writer, in a position held in honor of Jack Kerouac himself.
I knew the man.
As I stood outside the lecture hall I began to see signs that this
wasn’t going to be a simple assignment at all. I was unable to secure
a seat in the lobby area, and I didn’t want to be stuck in a gluey,
roundabout one thread conversation with the bystanders with
longing eyes and (for the most part) silent tongues. I decided to
blend into the crowd as much as possible until I could enter the hall
and secure a seat near the aisle, and so I skirted the floor-to-ceiling
windowed walls as I looked over my notes on the event I was about
to cover.I looked up from my notebook. It never fails: Dan
Alexander.
“Hey man!”
A 45-year-old hipster who fancies himself a poet.
“I’m a junior now, I’m taking a fiction class, and I live on
campus. ENOUGH!” I boomed and maneuvered forcefully past
him. This man invariably finds his way to all poetic events in a 400
mile radius that might be of interest to would-be writers of his age.
I will never understand what it is he wants from me, but whatever it
is still he seeks it every time we cross paths. I ran for the door of the
auditorium. Was this going to be a night riddled, as was so
common, with gruesome social onslaughts?
I sat in the second row on the left, I spotted classmates.
There was a sudden hush. I turned to the podium where Major
Jackson was being given a rumbling long jargonic introduction. He
sat a row ahead of me posed as though for a photo on the back of one
of his collections. He surprised me: I always forget what a ham he is
for publicity.
“Leaving Saturn, published by Such and Such Press…”
He sat, hands crossed, then reached for his papers and took the
stage, all horn rimmed glasses and black leather jacket. What a ham.
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“A lot of light emerges from our class,” he observes fracturally.
Such a soft-spoken man, I wondered if he planned on leaning
into the mic, or if I should just make things up to make this writing
more interesting than the reality of the current moment.
Major opened with “Hoops.”
I’ve always wondered if his poetry had as calm a feeling when
he wrote it as when he reads it: here was a man I’ve never seen get
more energetic than a preacher given a chance to finally read
Deuteronomy for a change at mass. Or perhaps that was his energy.
He speaks of Spalding missiles, radar, and Old English
inebriation. His eyes lifted from the page calmly and matter-offactly. Suddenly I felt a strong desire to see this level-headed young
man throw down his book and charge the audience, letting out some
kind of primal cry, like a panther leaping on its prey from a branch
far above, for a frenzied rage to overtake him and for him to wreak
havoc on the crowd, complete with wailing and gnashing of teeth.
Does this man carry a gun? I suppose not, that would be out of
character. But then, what did I know? I knew much less of this man,
with whom I’d workshopped and edited new poems for four months,
than I thought. What can you know of a man when you can’t say
for sure whether he carries a gun?
But he doesn’t, I know. No poet of his confessional-fiction
breed would do so. The Dark Room collective aren’t exactly a
savage and volatile people.
“That was a long one, I’m gonna get some water.”
Applause, quiet chuckles.
I looked up. Yes, yes, this was his energy, his passion. These
words, these painted ghettoes and watery drive-by seconds were real,
he was reliving them, but the indicators of this were a subtle engine.
He read “Selling Out.” By little coincidence I had read the piece this
morning. Was this McWorker he told of held at gun point in a
Philly alleyway in a coke deal gone desperately wrong, the same
Major I knew? What kind of God would wish such a life on a young
man?
“Maybe this wasn’t such a good idea…”
“Fond” is quite a way to describe memories of an old
neighborhood such as he described so matter-of-factly.
I began to wonder who it was that had REALLY sold out.
He ends his poems so abruptly. Turn his pauses down a notch
and you’ll find that they don’t denote any breaks from one great long
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poem. I never even noticed when he switched collections: all that
registered was that the cover switched from hard to paperback. He’d
pulled a slick little phase shift on me, from Selling Out to Block
Party and Blunts.
He tells of the day he uttered the incantation that conferred
upon him the tongue of God.
Poems.
“Fever. I think it’s a love poem. I don’t write love poems.”
Short, fiery, leading into designer fashion utterings, he finds
that he’s brought the wrong copy of his poem. He fumbles for it
briefly.
Who is the latest, the fashionable male whose tongue guides
cameras and pens? Tom Cruise? Stephen Colbert? Certainly not
Carl Rove? What does Major think, I wonder.
But wait! This is a poetry reading. Where have I gone?
Where has his long form gone?
Merrimack Soul. Kerouac. Major came to find The Man. Did
he think, as I once did, that here, in Lowell, he’d find what was so
fastidiously hidden from the rest of America, say 40, 50, 60 years
ago? Had it been that long? Was it longer? Hidden in Rhyme Royale
among the pages of the silly writers we are that come to these
conferences seeking golden advice on diagramming the Truth of
America for free, plus refreshments. Cleverly inserted between the
pages of poets who had long since taken their own lives, we discern
and divine what we believe is truth for us, while it’s really only half
as true to us as it was to Plath and Sexton. Does Snodgrass know we
are doing this? Someone should warn him…
Jackson’s poetry turns now to the greats of hip hop, a topic that
seems so curious and displaced on the wind of his lips. Sent to
Gwendolyn Brooks as Auden sent his letter to Lord Byron.
Major’s son Langston now the topic of his poems. His fear that
the Beast Beneath our Skin might confront his son as it has him, and
all of us in turn. His fear that virtual insanity might overflood the
boy’s innocent mind. We’ve developed alternatives to vacationing:
round the clock access to more work.
Television with 500 channels. 30 second Youtube clips.
Hyperreallity.
Soon our fingers will shed their analog skins and upgrade to
digital.
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In twenty years, will we still need history?
Gwendolyn Brooks. Could she really save us as Major prays?
“Thank you.” Applause.
Who inspired Major? Gwendolyn. She found inspiration in
her own community. A fierceness about the art of poetry itself.
“Poetry,” he says. Poetry isn’t like a child’s coloring book.
Jazz piano. Ludacris. A five mile smile.
Robert Lowell.
How did he deal with the confessional poets? It’s not so much
what they were confessing, but more that their poems were simply
well made.
“You can go to Gertrude Stein, but Sexton…such a sound of
music. She didn’t lean on sensationalism, but strove for art that
transcended sensational kind of dimensions…”
Sharon Olds. Doreanne Lux.
The irony of Virginia Tech’s plight came to mind. Men find
themselves shooting their very brothers and peers in the same where
we can sit around and write about beauty and revolution.
Why, do we as writers advocate this violence?
Oh, Impetus.
This man, too, feels the pinch of being unintentionally boxed
into his own walls of subject matter. This year he’s taken a turn
towards…what? Mr. Jackson, have you ever written any fiction?
“One act plays,” he says. “But of course, my poetry is coming
back to life for me. Short fiction is difficult for me: I believe you
serve one God.”
One God, I thought. Jesus, where would we be if this were the
case?
This, from a man from Vermont. But yet, as he says, he is of
course, still haunted by these memories from North Philadelphia.
You can’t get away from your roots, you see: they hold you down.
That’s what roots do.
“Go live the world, get some experience,” he says. “Do drugs.”
Should I take this the way of an exposé? Would I be doing Major a
disservice? Yes, I think: this is a man who can handle his own
affairs. He’s living his experience now, whether he knows it or not.
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“I really do believe in bards,” he asserts, a man just mad enough
to remain hopeful.
What do our words mean to our audiences?
As Major stepped down, I looked around suddenly, not having
expected such an abrupt end reminiscent of one of Jackson’s poems.
Now what? Should I leave? Should I approach him? I believe I’ve
taken enough of his time this week, having sat in on a class and
editing the work of his new crop. He looked tired, and while usually
this wouldn’t stop me, I decided to step out and head back to the
painful fluorescent lighting of my room, where a beer and a cigarette
awaited me before my mad late-night dash to Denny’s to discuss
musical arrangements for an upcoming art show. It took me seven
cups of coffee, half a pack of cigarettes, and the rest of the night to
shake the feeling that I had forgotten something vaguely important.
Why was I so worried? Maybe, I thought, it was fear that I’d missed
the point, that I’d overlooked some small detail of that reading, or of
Major, or worse: I’d misconstrued the reading’s significance, I was
looking in all the wrong places, asking too much of the literary
community.
This, coming to me as the sun rose and I finally began to doze
off, was the issue that had bothered me, I think: the mobs of
readers, critics, and seminar junkies that are largely responsible for
the stagnation of the writing community as a whole, who come
looking, as I had, for one tangible, quantifiable Secret that they can
internalize, like cannibal warriors ingesting the hearts of their
enemies. The Point, the Secret, is not something that can be gleaned
from watching those who possess it. We are our own gods, and we
create our own realities, and here, within our own realities, is where
we should look for the Value of Literature, spoken in whispers
amongst gods, not adversaries.
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Julie Ann Cook
MY SOUTH
my south has pulled me
slowly, often
with an undertow grip,
its siren gullsongs
have lured
my ancestral fates
to its shores
(beaches of myrtle
heads of hilton, nag)
before
my conception
my south has called me
called me
called me through blue
ridged echoes,
across the new
river gorge, whispering
greyfog lullabies
throughout
my south has tempted,
enticed me to eden,
offered my chilled core
maybright sunbeams
in november, september's
crisp hope in exchange
for
january
my south has wooed me
with bouquets of trillium,
oconee bells, smooth false
foxglove, chicory, charmed
me with its tongue, with
its sweet-as-tea words,
warm, relaxed,
laced
with sugar
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my south has embraced me
quietly, gently,
under clear starlittered
skies and wool blankets
amid mountains, under
sanddusted piers lapped
by seafoam, under
green canopies on beds
of pinestraw
and has kissed me
in
consummation.
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Kathleen Walker
CHESAPEAKE
In salted air the water speaks of home,
when moonlit tides sweep night across the bay
of Chesapeake - with gulls who never roam,
as sailors fight the gusty winds each day.
For restless sunshine pierces morning sleep
of sandy towels that hide beneath the pier.
The cadence of the sea calls - low and deep,
and carefree laughter floats through passing years.
Beyond the mighty depths within its realm,
the sanctuary of the blue crab known;
Annapolis waves gently past the helm
and fishermen keep company alone.
Alas the bayside beauty drifting near
sways bridges lulling dreams away from here.
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MASS AVE. REMEMBERED
REMEMBERED
What you see is something
that you believe to be real: shirts
folded softly in stacks, counters shining,
some music in the speakers: Postal Service
or close to it, voices and then their faces
that you could probably sketch,
possibly the scent of vanilla walls, sure,
even the wind that you would be swept
into later, trying to make it home
through the sparkle of a million
singular desires.
Meanwhile, some shaft
of a streetlight is actually casting
a triangle down against a forested road
in a small town. A car snaps by,
every now and then, at sixty.
Still, you think you can make out
that sidewalk you would take,
and while you drive
you turn around to watch it swallowed
in tonight, silent as it winds away to
fight its fading fight.
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Leanne Hans0n
THE GUANO IN GUANTANAMO
GUANTANAMO
Torture? No, my friend, it's only
quiet chats between two parties
one of whom likes sitting
in a corner, tied with leather,
under water, while the other
has no choice but to relieve him
self upon the nearest object
like the Qur'an, if it's handy,
for the bladder is a dicey
kind of organ, can't be trusted
and to leave mid-conversation
would be rude, perhaps offensive -don't you know this war's expensive?
Keeping people who are homeless
housed in splendour can't be managed
but our custody is better than
returning to those camps where
men climbed ropes and fired
weapons, maybe even spoke a
language that you have to
wear a towel to understand. Look,
Guantanamo ain't pretty
but at least it's not a shitty
little hellhole desert country
filled with black stuff that
nobody sane or sanctified
could ever want to take.
Make your mind up, are you with us?
If you are you must support us,
every step must be in synch or
we will think you're undermining
all the good that we are doing,
all the people we are freeing, the
democracy we're bringing,
all the dictators we're kinging
in the name of liberation, what
a nation we're becoming. God's
right hand and bane of Satan. Just
as man is God's own image, so
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each country must be carbon copied,
thanking Yankee benefactors, all
we lack is crown and sceptre
for our own dynastic pleasure don't you want to be our loyal
subject? We have just the
robe for the occasion,
redwhiteblue and fringed with yellow;
you will make a handsome fellow.
Now, about the man we're holding:
surely you must be aware we
have to take all care with
these combatants, not give
them the upper hand and never
let them understand the
grief and trouble that they've
caused us, so we keep the charges
secret, we cannot seem weak or
helpful. Let them in, you let them
win and freedom loses, so we choose
to slowly rehabilitate him
in a gentle atmosphere
where isolation keeps him
tranquil - Spartan living in a
tank will free his mind of worldly
wants and let him contemplate
his options. He will come to
see his error, turn his back on
thoughts of terror, join the side of
right and holy, save his own
immortal soul. Glad we had this
conversation:
God bless independent nations.
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Stephan Anstey
WHAT MOSQUITOES WHISPERED
WHISPERED
What I know of love, I learned from tall grass
on Coldspring road in the summer of 1977
the cattails were plentiful that year and before
they turned to seed, I dreamed of them
but they were out there across the pekoe water
rife with frogs and inch-long two-legged tadpoles
beyond the white granite rock covered in yellow-faced
turtles worshiping Apollo like good little Greeks
I would paint on the wax wings and fly to them
once, but then tearing them out I ran mud-licked
to Old Homestead and shattered the brown scruff
until seeds snowed sick on my thick boy tongue.
this was a lesson not soon forgot. thus I waited
for the waters to recede. for leaves to change
and the stark end of autumn to reveal the beauty
of that summer matted in soft beige hues
the turtles disappeared with the sun, and the frogs
stopped their singing too. I watched then
as a boy for signs of hope – the first flakes came
and instead I realized despair.
the brown water alive, frozen so thick so quick so slick
I could tip-toe slide to that distant stone where recently
I supposed the turtles in their repose were bowed
in prayer. those dreams now shattered I passed
to the swamp grass carpet beneath the blizzard of
my inexperience, icy-ground foot-slipped shoved through
the thinner crisp. now cold now wet I found new faith
in old summer's sleeping seeds below
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MOUNT GABRIEL
The sheep keep their horns up here
And unlikely cattle graze the crevices.
Ravening caverns crab across his face,
Cloud shadow a mouth in the rock,
Searching out souls; swallowing a herd
Of black cattle, an acre of stone,
Finding no sustenance, disgorges them.
They reach for heaven, these heights; they speak of hell.
Fire licks at the gates, and they are wax,
Drip feeding the inferno's cold flame.
A stark ascetic place, a dark acidic place,
A bitter, barren place, yet men build fences here.
The ancients scratched the surface for tin,
Mad hermits glowered at valleys of sin,
And they built their fences. Heaven and hell
Played mischief in their hearts
While earth laughed at her captives.
Gabriel grumbles at my ascent. Crossing the top of his
Great turtle back he drenches me with
Spluttering guffaws, throws me an incongruous
View. Out of dark lowering, eons of days and nights
Battle and dance on valley and sea. It sucks at my breath
And earth implodes in my breast.
Too much to know, to see, to bear.
I glide down to the valley, landing among
The stone walls and hedges of familiar fields
And my exhilaration is without bounds.
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Sarah Mae Allard
SIX FOOT SEVEN
the mansion: up
eight flights narrow
spiral stairs, my patchwork
skirt twirls in huge
vibrant quilted circles. pink,
blue, white, yellow, i call
it my gypsy dress, beg
my mother to buy it. one hundred
dollars. and she does
with his money. when she
talks about marrying him
i run. down the street
away from the lurching palace
in which i am the captive
princess. my skirt billows
behind. sometimes she catches
me before i get too far, begs
and pulls me back
by the little porcelain hand. other
times i get to the police station, stand
hesitantly across the street, toy
with the seams at the empire
waist, the idea
of collapsing through
those doors in a heap
of tears and skirt. how i'd die
for someone to listen; i'd give
the dress back
to the meek hobbled old
dressmaker. i'd even leave
behind mark, wheel-chair bound
and sweet, my crush. i connect
with him. i, too, am paralyzed.
i never
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go in. i mill around town
until it's dark
and return crying.
at night, i alone
on bare mattress
wait. he knows
this fortress, locks
us in cluttered
dusty rooms. separates mother
and daughter: 2, 3 AM, climbs
the roof pathway to my window
where i lie breathing heavily: my eight
year-old body in bed, rigid, alit
with anticipation
and terror.
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Thomas Fallica
SIDEWALK
My memories wake slowly,
as the nighttime symphony
segues into the
pre dawn solitude
of city streets,
some just drifting off,
some also waking.
Someone types their autobiography
on a small spinet
and coffee smells rend the damp air.
But it's all forced
like dancing a waltz
to a jazz tune.
Forcing a rhyme
to keep rhythm and time.
Ashes and trash
to be swept away
by the bleating horns.
It's cigarette cool
and I find I'm content
to count the clichés
scattered on the cement.
Secure in the knowledge
that I know nothing.
Collar uphands in my pocketI skitter along
looking for rhymes
in the cracks
of the sidewalk.
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TO DO: DEATH AND GERBILS
GERBILS
To Whom It May Concern:
Our gerbil died. I cannot say this for sure, but the smell and the lack
of one fluffy black gerbil would indicate as much. So today I will dig
for the body and try not to be bitten by its lonely mate. She will
likely die alone. I think, now, we are done with gerbils; they've gone
the way of hamsters in our home. And I cannot care for another.
It is bitterly cold today, and I will spend it as usual, doing small bits
of work in between long unconscious bouts of sleep. I have been like
this for so long, I'm not sure I remember how I used to be. There are
people and animals to be fed, that I must do, the rest I let go. There
are the days I want to scream. Some days I actually do, but mostly I
enjoy my quiet.
The cold seems to have come in somewhere and now it never quite
leaves me, my hands feel like ice as I type this. Soon I will again lay
down on the couch by the fire. My eyes, even now, are closing
between these sentences. When I wake I may take my camera out:
sun on ice is beautiful. I haven't taken a picture in months. Till then
I will dream of deep salt water, and of things warm and green.
And the gerbil cage that I must do today.
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Joy Kettren
CUCKOO’S NEST
You serve platitudes on your best china
with a silicone smile;
couture cut hides lift lines
at your temple.
Everyone oohs and aahs over
the perfect feng shui
achieved by your decorator,
which will be photographed
for a popular magazine next month's feature, "10 Most
Stress Free Homes."
A little Zoloft never hurts, either,
you say with a sly wink.
Does anyone notice your hands
gripping the serving tray
a little too tightly?
Or know that before - party cocktails
straight from the bottle explain
your unsteady gait, and
behind the newly installed
bay windows of your lasered eyes,
you crouch naked in the corner,
in a pile of your own shit;
grinning like a madwoman.
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SITTING IN THE SHOWER,
SHOWER, DRINKING
Sitting in the shower after two wife beaters and gammon dinner
Trying to be poetic
Failing
Sitting in the shower, it's too cold to be in the room
Heater is broken
And I'm not paying for the hot water
Cheapskate
Sitting in the shower with a beer wiping condensation off the
frosted panes
Watching the ensuing drops fall like
The cruel tears of disillusionment
That was quite good
But I can't follow it up
Sitting in the shower drinking beer and trying to be poetic
Without being rude or obvious
Looking around for inspiration
Looking around and trying not to rhyme
Looking around and scratching and trying not to rhyme
Looking around and scratching and drinking beer in the shower
Looking at the soap dispenser
Looking at the soap dispenser and trying not to rhyme and be
obvious
Looking at the brand of soap
Looking at the brand of soap sitting in the shower drinking beer
trying to be poetic but not obvious or rude or rhyme
It's called "Lux"
That's that idea bollocksed then.
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Kathleen Wilson
TEXTUAL ECOSYSTEM PRESERVE
enraptured
woody vine to branch
lush clamoring
adjectives
moistly glued cling
festooning the upright
exoticism of nouns
where sudden rain soaks through
silk moss green
lingering
bromeliad adverbial blooms
into the crevices of your smiles
who could distinguish you from me
in this canopy
where sierra palms
along upland slopes
and cloud forest mountains
slender and slightly tapered
wild parrots
culture your taste
for my shiny thin-fleshed fruit
by river loud in loud wind creaking
rare simultaneously swooning
bamboo by muskwood's dense
widely spreading crown
flamboyant-tree
arches shadows over orchid
and fern nested in trumpet-wood
the white upturning
of the undersides
signify another downfall
while conjunctive
symbiotic strands
plan a slide down or climb up
your spreading proproots
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oh overgrown emergent
all is told
prepositionally flared
one to another
epiphytically perching
in this rush of tropically
silenced words
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r. e. young
MISSOULA IN MY STATE OF MIND
i drive to the edge of my world
50 miles or half a tank
as far as i can get
before i hate you
less
hamilton isn't far
up the bitterroot
turn right to forget
big creek
a place i can lose myself
superior is close
the farms for sale
so close to the divide
idaho/montana ski area
where i love to dwell
"she's going away, what's wrong with my life today"
play over and over cd #41-ravaged, the stuff you love to hate
can i burn you out, one song to get me through
take that leap of faith
to the place i hate you less
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A BRUSH WITH PRAGUE, 1992
Blood rush blends with engine roar.
We see majestic buildings untouched by war and
the cobblestone streets of sorrows and dreams.
Silent soldiers watch us step onto their soil.
We see majestic buildings untouched by war and
a cousin offers a cellophaned bouquet as
silent solders watch us step onto their soil.
Dry eyes gaze from the architecture, unblinking.
A cousin offers a cellophaned bouquet as
a banquet is prepared for the Americans.
Dry eyes gaze from the architecture, unblinking.
Wenceslas Square throbs with color and sound.
A banquet is prepared for the Americans.
Time moves as the apostles remain behind closed doors.
Wenceslas Square throbs with color and sound
beneath clouds of cigarette smoke.
Time moves as the apostles remain behind closed doors.
Russians hawk hats and gypsies plead on Charles Bridge.
Beneath clouds of cigarette smoke
layered tombstones slowly decay.
Russians hawk hats and gypsies plead on Charles Bridge;
the cousin turns away.
Layered tombstones slowly decay
beneath firmly folded notes to the unforgotten.
The cousin turns away,
“There’s our castle, our theater, our church.”
Beneath firmly folded notes to the unforgotten
are the enduring traits of our kind.
“There’s our castle, our theater, our church.”
The goodbyes are bittersweet as
are the enduring traits of our kind.
We sigh, and pull ourselves away to leave.
The goodbyes are bittersweet as
blood rush blends with engine roar.
We sigh, and pull ourselves away to leave
the cobblestone streets of sorrows and dreams.
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Brent Fisk
HALF ACRE LOT
I would have mowed Catherine Alvey's lawn
just to taste her sweet tea.
There were reasons not to.
The zoysia grass that killed the blade,
the blue spruce that scratched my forearms,
the way her husband lingered
behind the storm door,
oxygen tube in his nose,
each thumb through a belt loop.
She brought me the tea mid-lawn,
he gave me the twenty when I'd finished.
No words, just his eyes on my sweating face
and a way he had of pinching the money tight
to show he wasn't letting go.
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Amanda Baker
FOR THE SAKE OF SOUNDING
SOUNDING
I shed my clothes.
Free the strings
that tangle me to the tide.
I stand
rooted as the pines,
reckoned to the charred
stillness.
There is no rain today.
No rain
No wind
Nothing
to calm this raging skin.
Even the rivers
have renounced their
translation.
I kneel
amongst the silt.
Once yielding comfort,
now nothing more
than muted
debris.
Unsettled in these
restraints
I throw stones
for the sake of sounding.
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NUMBER FOURTEEN
The green provides rare elevation, just enough to give the illusion
of a hillock in the low country.
Absolute stillness of the late afternoon intensifies lacey shadows
that creep forward resolutely,
in tune with the quiet lowering of the sun.
Brown marsh grasses shimmer with opaque light and color,
their acrid odor perfuming the surroundings,
and a boat drifts lazily on the distant intercoastal water,
giving credibility to an insignificance of time.
Close by, a pea soup lagoon is accented with daubs of white;
egrets are vying for their nocturnal place in the overhanging trees.
Staccato tapping of dueling hammers disturbs my stolen moment.
Construction workers are finishing their day, a reminder of
man’s intrusion into Eden.
Knowing that I, too, am an interloper, I tap my ball into the cup
and move on to the next tee.
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As part of Shakespeare’s Monkeys’ quest for excellence
in writing, we have established The Simian Poetry
Contests.
Contests This on-going series of contests includes
quarterly competitions with $100 awarded to the top
winner each time. Annually, the year’s quarterly
winners are judged to select the best poem of the year,
the winner of another $100 prize!

THE SIMIAN POETRY CONTEST
CONTEST
$100
$100 Grand Prize!
Shakespeare's Monkeys are looking for the best
poem of the year, and it might be yours! The
Second Simian will award one poem $100 USD,
and qualify it for the finals in December – and
another $100 prize.
There are no limits on theme or form. The most
important aspects of all entries are originality and
artistic merit.

For complete details, visit:
www.shakespearesmonkeys.com/contest
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CONTRIBUTORS
CONTRIBUTORS
Sarah Mae Allard loves bumblebees, honey, and aloe vera. She lives
physically in the gritty city, but mentally in the green wilds.
Stef Baker was born 24 years ago in Wolverhampton, UK where
she learned to drink beer and write poetry, both to excess. She
recently left her life behind to become a vagabond in Austria with
her fella (also named Stef to avoid confusion).
Jesse Chapman is currently working to achieve a master's degree in
Education at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. During her
freshman year of college she lived on the East coast, in Boston, and
the contrast between her experiences there and her return to the
Midwest provides her with a great deal of poetic inspiration.
Maryann Corbett's
Corbett poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in
Measure, The Lyric, The Barefoot Muse, First Things, Mezzo Cammin,
and other journals in print and online. A recent Pushcart nominee,
she serves as a moderator on the Eratosphere online poetry forum.
She lives in St. Paul and works for the Minnesota Legislature.
Ruth Day escapes her daily entropic chaos by complete immersion in
words and art. Her first book of poetry and photography, Even So
will be published later this year. She was born in Canada and now
muses in the Chicago area with her three children and too many
animals.
Peter Dunne was born in Dublin, grew up in Vienna, blagged a
degree from Trinity College, Dublin, does business in London,
where he lives, and spends a great deal of time in West Cork with
his daughter, Meg, his son Ruairi, and his estranged wife, Maggie.
He sobered up six years ago, and started to feel. He hopes to learn to
express his feelings one day.
Thomas Fallica is 49 going on 16 years old. Thomas is husband to
Lynda and father to Leah Emily and Thomas Robert. Thomas owns
The Bulldog Publishing Company and bulldogpoetryworkshop.com.
Co-existing with the humans, in the house that Thomas built
himself, are three cats, three goldfish and 4000 books.
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Indiana born David Hirt is the oldest of eight. He received his AB
in English and Theatre from Wabash College and MFA in Scenic
Design from Wayne State University. He lives in Chicago where
he was moonlighting as a carpenter. He enters Postulency with the
Capuchin Franciscans in August.
Joy Kettren has read and dabbled in writing poetry for the past 20
years, writing seriously over the last 2-3 years. She has just begun
submitting her work to poetry journals. Joy works as a
neuropsychology assistant and clinical trials coordinator at a
Memory and Aging Center, working mostly with individuals who
suffer from conditions such as dementia, brain injury and
Parkinson's.
Carol Lucas is a retired public school teacher, having taught high
school English in suburban Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania for thirty-two
years. She now lives in Beaufort, South Carolina and loves golfing.
“My poem reflects a moment in time when I was golfing by myself
late one afternoon.”
Renata McCormish is the author of Rimbaud's Echo (The Bulldog
Publishing Co., 2006), published under the pseudonym Renata
Emther. She lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where she is enrolled
in the MFA Program in Creative Writing/Poetry at Carlow
University. She has worked as an interpreter; her native language is
Czech.
Norm Milliken – poet, runner, retired teacher, and father of three
grown sons – served with the Ninth Marines in Vietnam in 1968 as a
combat machine gunner. He lives with his wife in Oil City,
Pennsylvania.
Poetrydog was born Chris Morris in Yorkshire in the North of
England and was the product of a union twixt a bearded circus freak
and a stray Alsation. He writes pomes when the muse takes him,
although recently it’s gone on holiday to Ibiza without him. The
Cow.
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Brent Fisk is a writer from Bowling Green, Kentucky who has had
work appear in Rattle, Southern Poetry Review and Cincinnati Review
among other places. He has also received three Pushcart
nominations. He enjoys the work of Charles Simic, Louise Gluck,
and Robert Hayden.
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Mike Tousignant lives in Lowell, Massachusetts. A senior at the
University of Massachusetts Lowell, Mike has studied poetry under
Major Jackson and fiction with Andre Dubus. He is currently
working on his first novel, Synapse, and plans to pursue his masters
in journalism after graduation.
Kathleen Walker unexpectedly discovered the joy of poetry over the
past several years, after much time spent as a Technical Writer for
an international IT firm. A graduate of the University of Maryland,
she lives with her husband and two children just north of
Washington, D.C., in a small Maryland town where she continues
to write.
Kath Abela Wilson's
Wilson New York born and raised Pasadena poetry is
strongly influenced by a sense of place. She accompanies her
mathematician husband Rick Wilson to conferences in the U.S.,
Europe and the Far East, most recently visiting the "Textual
Ecosystem Preserve" of Puerto Rico. Her disorientation and poetic
simian association began in 2001 when her map of the Kyoto Zoo
was eaten by a monkey. She is currently (June 2007) traveling in
Japan.
Poet r.e. young,
young a.k.a."the debutante," describes herself as "a small
town montana girl. all her life wrapped up in the peace sign on the
hill, and the rivers that flow through it all."
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Stephan Anstey is the founder of Shakespeare's Monkeys, publisher
of Shakespeare's Monkey Revue and a prolific poet. His dedication to
writing excellence in all genres is what drives him to build and
participate in creative communities and outlets for writers. He
resides in Lowell, Massachusetts with the loves of his life – his wife
Ellen and his children, Emily and Cameron.
Jim Benz lives in Minneapolis with his wife and two cats. His
poems have appeared in the following print and online publications:
Haggard and Halloo, Sein und Werden, DISPATCH, Ygdrasil, Loch
Raven Review, TMP Irregular, Unlikely Stories, Pralaton, Unarmed, and
Letter X.
At home in Rock Hill, South Carolina with her husband and their
two little boys, Julie Ann Cook finds her dull moments are few and
far between. Her writing and art has appeared in various
publications internationally, including Kakalak Anthology of Carolina
Poets (2006 &2007). Her poetry chapbook, Lemonade & Rumors (2006),
is available through thriftpoeticarts.com
Leanne Hanson is a passionate defender of the written word. A
poetry idealist, she believes that the day of the bard will come again
and proclaims it loudly at every opportunity. Her poetry collection,
Odd Verse Effects, is a best seller in Turkmenistan* (*unable to
verify). Leanne Hanson resides on the Gold Coast, Queensland,
Australia.
In hot pursuit of improving her craft, Tracey Paradiso has studied
with the poets Sharon Olds and Carol Frost. Her poetry has
appeared in print and online publications including Womankind
(Anderie Poetry Press, 1995), The Healing Path Press, the New Jersey
section of the New York Times, and The New Verse News. Tracey
lives in Cranford, New Jersey, with her husband, Jerry, and their
children, Silvana and Anthony.
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Shakespeare’s Monkey Revue Guidelines
OVERVIEW
Shakespeare's Monkey Revue is an international literary journal dedicated
to excellence. Submissions of all genres (under 3000 words) will be
considered, however our primary focus is creative writing with emphasis on
poetry and short prose. Each issue will adhere to a theme to be announced
in the issue prior; the theme for September is “P
“P laying with Words.”
Shakespeare's Monkey Revue encourages new and emerging writers as well
as those already established in the craft. Experimental and cross-genre/
fusion works are welcome, as are traditional or established formats.

SUBMISSION FORMAT
Submissions should not exceed 3000 words unless specifically requested.
All submissions should be submitted by email to:
submissions@shakespearesmonkeys.com
A cover letter should accompany the submission, detailing the writer’s
contact details and a brief biography (approximately 50 words).
Submissions may be either included in the body of the email (preferred) or
attached as a Microsoft Word document. Please send no more than one
prose piece or three poems in a single email. Simultaneous submissions will
be considered, however if your work is accepted for another publication we
require immediate advice.
Submissions will not be considered if they require extensive editing or are
unfinished. Only work of professional publication quality will be included
in Shakespeare's Monkey Revue. All writing should be previously
unpublished in print format. Works that are not suitable for our current
theme may be held for consideration in future publications.
Please allow up to eight weeks for notification of acceptance. Payment is 5
copies of issue in which the work appears and a free 1-year subscription.

Advertising Space is available.
For information regarding rates and availability please
email advertising@shakespearesmonkeys.com
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